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960
Leading the way in security

SPEECH DIGITAL COMMUNICATOR

The 960 is a plug-on auto dialling speech/digital communicator
unit, designed to be discreetly fitted in a Scantronic, or certain
other manufacturer’s alarm control panels.
Should you wish to have your premises monitored by family,
friends, neighbours, company members or a remote monitoring
centre, the 960 offers a wide variety of choices, tailored to
suit your specific budgetary and installation requirements.
The speech communicator option is programmed via a
DTMF touch tone telephone and is capable of sending 4
pre-recorded voice messages to family, friends, neighbours,
company members etc over the telephone line.
The voice message has one, eight second master message,
normally used to record your name and address and up to
four, three second secondary messages. These are normally
used to indicate the type of incident e.g. personal attack,
burglary, fire etc.
The digital communicator option is programmed via a DTMF
touch tone telephone using the advanced programming
function. This will allow the communicator to be received in
Scancom fast format remote monitoring centres.
The Scantronic 960 offers a wide variety of choices should
you wish to have your premises monitored, providing
enhanced security to your alarm system, giving you total
peace of mind.

COMMUNICATORS

4064CS-960 Speech Dig Comm

4064CS-960 Speech Dig Comm
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960
SPEECH DIGITAL COMMUNICATOR
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Plug-on Unit

Designed to be used with any control panel that uses the standard Scantronic plug-on footprint

Number of Communication

8 channel plug-on digital communicator or 4 channel speech communicator

Channels
Two Levels of Programming

Programmed as a speech communicator, digital communicator or both. With two levels of
programming - basic and advanced

DTMF Programming

Programmed via a DTMF telephone with complete non volatile memory (NVM) backup

Number of Voice Messages

Delivers up to 4 programmed voice messages (one eight second master message, and up to four,
three second secondary messages).

Number of Telephone

Calls up to four telephone numbers in sequence, until acknowledged or until 15 attempts are made

Messages
Security Code

A security code can be programmed to prevent unauthorized changes to the programmed information

Communicates to a Remote

If programmed the 960 will communicate to any alarm receiving equipment that uses Scancom fast

Monitoring Centre

format.

Telephone Line Connection

Direct exchange lines (PSTN) supporting DTMF (tone) or loop disconnect (pulse) dialling

Weight

160g

Dimensions (H x W x D)

80 x 170 x 25mm

Power Supply

25mA quiescent

Outputs

Remote or locally controlled. Open collector, 100mA active

Temperature

-10OC to +55OC

Approvals

BABT approved

Scantronic Compatible

All panels that use Scantronic plug on footprint

Equipment

Scantronic is a leading brand of Cooper Security Ltd,
part of Cooper Industries, employing over 28,000
people in 100 manufacturing sites around the world.
Scantronic manufactures security equipment for all
types of commercial and domestic premises. The
range is comprehensive, offering every type of solution
from multizone hard-wired and wirefree systems, to
digital and voice communicators, to detectors and
social alarms. Installers trust us to deliver cost effective
products with the highest quality of field and support
services to ensure you receive the best and most reliable
systems to secure you and your premises.
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